Face-to-Face Instructors Checking Students’ Campus Passes
- The Faculty Guidance and Advice and the Covid USF website do not discuss checking the students’ passes.
- Checking your students’ passes has been recommended by USF Health.

Laptops for Students
- Classes are not resuming on-campus after Thanksgiving – thus, some students might need access to laptops.
- There is information about loaning laptops at the libraries at each campus. They might be sold out, but it’s worth inquiring.

Spring 2021
- With the increase of hybrid classes, you may need to be creative in how you interact with the in-class students.
- ATLE has a website addressing interactive techniques while physically distancing.

Students “Gaming the System”
- It can be hard to prevent this without providing a lot of extra work for instructors.
  - Changing the exams, having an oral exam for multiple students takes time.
- Be empathetic - refer to SOCAT. There are resources on campus for students who are struggling.
- Refer to fairness in the syllabus.
- Position yourself as an ally to students’ learning.

Next Week, Nov. 6th: First Friday and ICAI
- First Friday workshops in the morning:
  - Workshop on Proctorio.
  - Open Lab on Revising your Syllabus to Prevent Cheating.
- Teaching Circles at 1pm.
- ICAI Conference from 2–5pm.

Using Technology to Write “On” Teams
- When streaming the tool Remarkable to the PC for the Microsoft Teams meeting, the image is not a great quality.
- Using the iPad as a document camera and writing notes on paper is providing clearer images.
- Writing on the white board and displaying it on the regular camera is another option that’s been working.
Between Teaching Circles Chat Discussions (10/24–10/30)

Concern about Lockdown Browsers
- The lockdown browser code is generally hidden from students. The lockdown browser takes care of entering the code for the students. Students would only see the form to enter the code if they are not using a lockdown browser.
- When a student checks the box to enable a lockdown browser, the code is generated when that implementation is saved. That code is permanent and unchanging, though there might be a way for a teacher to generate a new code if the old one is somehow released to the student.

NACE
- NACE has a document on skills college students acquire for future employment.
- Find out more on NACE’s website.

Preventing Notifications from Microsoft Teams
- In the Teams app, go to the Chat menu. Find a particular chat's name, click the triple dots, and select mute.
- Another option, in the Teams app, click your profile pictures, then settings from the drop-down menu, and then go to adjust notifications.